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The impact of COVID-19 reared its ugly head over the last couple of weeks in the U.S.

corporate bond market. Certainly the twin effects of the virus and the plunge in crude

oil prices resulted in credit spreads widening out in a rather visible fashion,

especially in more recent trading sessions. With the markets sometimes fluctuating

wildly on a daily basis, it is of little use to quote actual numbers (they get stale

rather quickly). However, what has been underscored of late is that investors are

encouraged to adopt a strategy that helps screen for quality.

Here at WisdomTree, our approach emphasizes the potential to avoid “fallen angel

candidates” (investment-grade issuers that are downgraded to high yield) by focusing on

the fundamentals. The WisdomTree Issuer Fundamental Scores effectively quantify the bala

nce sheet strength of corporate bond issuers. Without a strong balance sheet, companies

may have difficulty servicing their debt and ultimately end up getting downgraded to

junk status. We use three metrics to screen our universe of investment-grade corporate

bonds: free cash flow to debt service, total debt to assets and return on invested capit

al. We remove those which screen poorly on these fundamentals.

Find below the issuers who scored worst using our fundamental scores within the

Industrials sector, the most broad sector classification provided by Bloomberg Barclays,

excluding Financial and Utilitity issuers.

Worst 10 Industrial Issuers by WisdomTree Corporate Fundamental Score as ofWorst 10 Industrial Issuers by WisdomTree Corporate Fundamental Score as of

3/10/20203/10/2020

In our last quarterly rebalance at the end of February, we identified a handful of

relatively sizable issuers that scored poorly using issuer fundamentals: Cheniere

Energy, General Electric, Kinder Morgan and Energy Transfer. Overall leverage levels for

these companies are noticably higher than comparable investment-grade issuers.

Similarly, they also screen low for their ability to generate free cash flow relative to

their debt service liabilities. Equity returns for these issuers over the past year are

mixed, but we don’t find it particularly surprising that many of them have sold off more
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than 40%.

In an effort to address these concerns about issuer fundamentals, the WisdomTree U.S. Co

rporate Bond Index (WFCIG) was designed to provide an alternative to blindly allocating

across the credit spectrum. It offers an intuitive approach, seeking to identify debt

issues with quality fundamentals and attractive income profiles. The table below

illustrates the construction of WFCIG, how the Index is impacted by removing the bottom

20% of issuers with poor fundamentals, and how we believe weighting bonds by our income

score boosted the yield profile of the Index.

ConclusionConclusion

At the end of the day, we believe investors want their investment-grade portfolio to

stay investment grade. The WisdomTree U.S. Corporate Bond Fund (WFIG), which is designed

to track the aforementioned WFCIG, offers investors the potential to avoid the pittfalls

of corporate bond investing that seem to be getting highlighted on a daily basis in the

current environment.

 

Important Risks Related to this ArticleImportant Risks Related to this Article

There are risks associated with investing, including the possible loss of principal.

Fixed income investments are subject to interest rate risk; their value will normally

decline as interest rates rise. Fixed income investments are also subject to credit

risk, the risk that the issuer of a bond will fail to pay interest and principal in a

timely manner or that negative perceptions of the issuer’s ability to make such payments

will cause the price of that bond to decline. While the Fund attempts to limit credit

and counterparty exposure, the value of an investment in the Fund may change quickly and

without warning in response to issuer or counterparty defaults and changes in the credit

ratings of the Fund’s portfolio investments. Please read the Fund’s prospectus for

specific details regarding the Fund’s risk profile.

For standardized performance and the most recent month-end performance click here NOTE,

this material is intended for electronic use only. Individuals who intend to print and

physically deliver to an investor must print the monthly performance report to accompany

this blog.

For more investing insights, check out our Economic & Market Outlook

View the online version of this article here.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATIONIMPORTANT INFORMATION

U.S. investors only: Click U.S. investors only: Click herehere to obtain a WisdomTree ETF prospectus which to obtain a WisdomTree ETF prospectus which

contains investment objectives, risks, charges, expenses, and other information;contains investment objectives, risks, charges, expenses, and other information;

read and consider carefully before investing.read and consider carefully before investing.

There are risks involved with investing, including possible loss of principal. Foreign

investing involves currency, political and economic risk. Funds focusing on a single

country, sector and/or funds that emphasize investments in smaller companies may

experience greater price volatility. Investments in emerging markets, currency, fixed

income and alternative investments include additional risks. Please see prospectus for

discussion of risks.

 

Past performance is not indicative of future results. This material contains the

opinions of the author, which are subject to change, and should not to be considered or

interpreted as a recommendation to participate in any particular trading strategy, or

deemed to be an offer or sale of any investment product and it should not be relied on

as such. There is no guarantee that any strategies discussed will work under all market

conditions. This material represents an assessment of the market environment at a

specific time and is not intended to be a forecast of future events or a guarantee of

future results. This material should not be relied upon as research or investment advice

regarding any security in particular. The user of this information assumes the entire

risk of any use made of the information provided herein. Neither WisdomTree nor its

affiliates, nor Foreside Fund Services, LLC, or its affiliates provide tax or legal

advice. Investors seeking tax or legal advice should consult their tax or legal advisor.

Unless expressly stated otherwise the opinions, interpretations or findings expressed

herein do not necessarily represent the views of WisdomTree or any of its affiliates.

 

The MSCI information may only be used for your internal use, may not be reproduced or

re-disseminated in any form and may not be used as a basis for or component of any

financial instruments or products or indexes. None of the MSCI information is intended

to constitute investment advice or a recommendation to make (or refrain from making) any

kind of investment decision and may not be relied on as such. Historical data and

analysis should not be taken as an indication or guarantee of any future performance

analysis, forecast or prediction. The MSCI information is provided on an “as is” basis

and the user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of this

information. MSCI, each of its affiliates and each entity involved in compiling,

computing or creating any MSCI information (collectively, the “MSCI Parties”) expressly

disclaims all warranties. With respect to this information, in no event shall any MSCI

Party have any liability for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, punitive,

consequential (including loss profits) or any other damages (www.msci.com)

 

Jonathan Steinberg, Jeremy Schwartz, Rick Harper, Christopher Gannatti, Bradley Krom,

Tripp Zimmerman, Michael Barrer, Anita Rausch, Kevin Flanagan, Brendan Loftus, Joseph

Tenaglia, Jeff Weniger, Matt Wagner, Alejandro Saltiel, Ryan Krystopowicz, Jianing Wu,

and Brian Manby are registered representatives of Foreside Fund Services, LLC.

 WisdomTree Funds are distributed by Foreside Fund Services, LLC, in the U.S. only.

You cannot invest directly in an index.
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DEFINITIONSDEFINITIONS

Credit spreadCredit spread  : The portion of a bond’s yield that compensates investors for taking

credit risk.

QualityQuality  : Characterized by higher efficiency and profitability. Typical measures include

earnings, return on equity, return on assets, operating profitability as well as others.

This term is also related to the Quality Factor, which associates these stock

characteristics with excess returns vs the market over tim.

Investment gradeInvestment grade  : An investment grade is a rating that signifies a municipal or

corporate bond presents a relatively low risk of default.

High YieldHigh Yield  : Sometimes referred to as “junk bonds,” these securities have a higher risk

of default than investment-grade securitie.

Balance sheetBalance sheet  : refers to the cash and cash equivalents part of the Current Assets on a

firms balance sheet and cash available for purchasing new position.

Free cash flow over debt serviceFree cash flow over debt service  : A common measure of solvency that measures the

relationship between the cash a company generates vs. what is required to meet their

borrowing obligations.

Debt-to-Asset RatioDebt-to-Asset Ratio  : a leverage ratio that defines the total amount of debt relative

to assets.&nbsp.

Return on Invested Capital (ROIC)Return on Invested Capital (ROIC)  : Measures the efficiency of invested capital and

how it relates to generated returns.
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